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Abstract
Growth of high-quality III–V nanowires at a low cost for optoelectronic and electronic applications is a long-term
pursuit of research. Still, controlled synthesis of III–V nanowires using chemical vapor deposition method is challenge
and lack theory guidance. Here, we show the growth of InP and GaP nanowires in a large area with a high density
using a vacuum chemical vapor deposition method. It is revealed that high growth temperature is required to avoid
oxide formation and increase the crystal purity of InP nanowires. Introduction of a small amount of Ga into the reactor
leads to the formation of GaP nanowires instead of ternary InGaP nanowires. Thermodynamic calculation within the
calculation of phase diagrams (CALPHAD) approach is applied to explain this novel growth phenomenon. Composition and driving force calculations of the solidification process demonstrate that only 1 at.% of Ga in the catalyst is
enough to tune the nanowire formation from InP to GaP, since GaP nucleation shows a much larger driving force.
The combined thermodynamic studies together with III–V nanowire growth studies provide an excellent example to
guide the nanowire growth.
Keywords: Nanowire growth, GaP, InP, Chemical vapor deposition, CALPHAD
Introduction
Nanowires show advantages in strain relaxation, heterojunction formation as well as crystal phase engineering and thus are developing rapidly during the
last decade [1–4]. III–V semiconductor nanowires,
thanks to their superior optical and electronic properties, have been widely used in both application fields
(such as photovoltaics [5], photodetectors [6, 7], photodiodes [8], and electronic devices [9]) and basic science researches [10]. For the bottom-up nanowire
fabrication, metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) [11, 12] and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
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[13] techniques are widely applied to synthesize highquality nanowires. For instance, both pure wurtzite [14]
and zincblende twinning superlattice InP nanowires
[15, 16] have been demonstrated and applied in terahertz detection [17] and lasing applications [18]. However, these high-quality nanowire is produced at a high
cost. Instead, using cheap chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) method can largely reduce the production costs
for III–V nanowires and expand their application fields,
such as photoelectrochemical field [19]. Moreover,
CVD owns advantages in growth exploration thanks its
feasibility [20]. III-P and their ternary InGaP nanowires,
thanks to their suitable bandgap, low toxicity as well as
low surface recombination velocity [14], thus showing
potential in biosensors [21], lasers [22], and photocatalysis [23] applications. Hui et al. [24] demonstrated
CVD growth of InP nanowires with a high mobility
(~ 350 cm2 V−1 s−1) comparable to nanowires grown by
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MOCVD and MBE technologies. Using InP nanowire
fabricated via CVD method, Zheng et al. [25] fabricated
ferroelectric polymer side-gated single InP NW photodetectors, showing an ultra-sensitive photodetection
in which the dark current is greatly suppressed by the
local electric field generated by this ferroelectric material. GaP is a semiconductor with band gap of 2.26 eV
and high refractive index and thus is a good candidate for light-emitting diodes in green-yellow region
[26] as well as photonics applications [27]. Moreover,
the suitable bandgap of GaP makes it also useful in
the field of photocatalysis [23, 28]. But still, reports of
CVD growth of GaP and its ternary InGaP nanowires
are quite limited. GaP nanowires were mainly produced via physical vapor deposition method [18, 20, 29,
30]. Ternary InGaP nanowires were demonstrated by
MOCVD [31, 32], MBE [33] as well as solution phase
synthesis method [23]. The detailed growth, as well as
growth fundamentals of metal-seeded GaP and InGaP
nanowires, need further exploration. Thermodynamics is a significant factor that affects nanowire growth.
CALPHAD is a powerful and well-established method
to calculate the phase equilibria and thermodynamic
properties of bulk materials [34]. This semiempirical thermodynamic calculation method can calculate
the thermodynamic properties during nucleation, thus
guiding nanowire growth. CALPHAD method has been
applied to calculate the nanophase diagram of In–Sb
system [35] and understand the Au-seeded growth of
GaAs and InAs nanowires [36] as well as composition
analysis in InGaAs nanowires [37]. Still, there is much
work to be done to fully apply CALPHAD method to
guide the III–V nanowire growth. For instance, no
CALPHAD analysis has been performed to explain the
growth behavior of the Au-seeded InGaP nanowires.
In this work, using InP powder and metal Ga as precursors, a high density of InP and GaP nanowires is grown
in a CVD reactor under vacuum conditions. This method
is demonstrated to be effective in producing nanowires
in a wide temperature range. After optimizing the InP
nanowire growth, we further investigate the growth of
GaP nanowires by introducing pure Ga into the reactor.
Instead of forming ternary InGaP nanowires, nearly pure
GaP nanowires are formed independently of the input
weight of Ga or the growth temperature. Further composition determinations and thermodynamic calculations
show that the nanowire composition is controlled by
thermodynamics instead of kinetics. A small content of
Ga in the Au droplet can tune nanowire growth from InP
to GaP, well explaining the observed nanowire growth
behavior. This work provides a low-cost and effective
method for III–V nanowire growth, and the applied
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phase diagram analysis method is valuable for understanding the III–V nanowire growth.

Methods
Preparation of InP and GaP Nanowires

InP and GaP nanowires were grown in a home-build
CVD system under vacuum conditions, as illustrated
in Fig. 1a. Highly purified Ga (99.999%, Innochem)
and InP powders (99.99%, Aladdin) were used as solid
resources and separated into two isolated quarts tubes.
The inner diameter of quartz tubes is 8 mm with a length
of 180 mm. Around 2-nm-thick Au film was deposited on the Si(111) substrate using e-beam evaporation.
These quartz tubes, together with Au deposited Si(111)
substrate, were loaded inside another large quartz tube
(as illustrated in Fig. 1a) and sealed by a vacuum sealing machine (Partulab MRVS-1002). The pressure of the
whole tube is ~ 3.0 × 10–3 Pa. Then, sample growth was
performed in a two-temperature zone furnace. The temperature of the first zone and InP powder weight were
kept constant for all the samples at 720 °C and 20 mg,
respectively. For InP nanowire growth, no Ga powder
was introduced and the second growth temperature
zone was varied from 400 to 550 °C. After InP nanowire
growth optimizations, Ga power (0–5 mg) was added to
grow InGaP nanowire in a temperature range from 520
to 630 °C. During the temperature-dependent growth,
the Ga weight was fixed at 3 mg. Raise the temperature
zone to the targeted temperature, keep the temperature
for 60 min, and then cool down.
Nanowire Characterizations

After growth, the morphology and structure of the
nanowires were investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) operated at 300 kV (Titan G2 60-300). The crystal structure of as-grown nanowires was investigated
by X-ray diffraction (MiniFle × 600). For detailed composition measurements, energy-dispersive spectrum
(EDS) equipped in both SEM and TEM was applied.
Thermo-Calc software was used to perform thermodynamic calculations. The optical properties of InP and
GaP nanowires were examined by micro-Raman and
photoluminescence (PL) in a commercial Renishaw system (inVia). In short, nanowires were pumped via a green
laser (532 nm) through an objective lens (100 ×).

Results and Discussions
InP Nanowires

After growth, a high dense of InP nanowires could be
observed under optical microscopy for all the investigated growth temperature ranges of 400–520 °C.
Detailed morphology characterization in Fig. 1b–g shows
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Fig. 1 Growth studies of InP nanowires. a Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for both InP and GaP nanowires growth. SEM images of
InP nanowires grown at b 400 °C, c 450 °C, d 480 °C, e 520 °C and f 550 °C. g Diameter distribution of nanowires prepared at different temperatures.
h Raman and i PL comparison of nanowires grown at different temperatures

the non-vertical and randomly distributed InP nanowires
on the Si(111) substrate, which is similar to other nanowires grown by CVD [20]. In general, all the nanowires
are over 10 μm long with nearly taper-free morphology,
which is much longer than the III–V nanowire growth
rate by MBE [38] or MOCVD [39]. The enlarged SEM
images in the insets show the morphology of a single
nanowire. Au droplet is observed at the growth front,
indicating that the InP nanowire growth is controlled by
the well-known vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth mechanism [11] In addition to inclined and curved nanowires,
in-plane InP nanowires are also observed on the substrate (see the insets in Fig. 1). Despite the morphology
variation, it seems that growth temperature affects the
nanowire diameter. At low growth temperature (400 °C),
the nanowire is relatively thin, with an average diameter
of 121 nm. With the increase in growth temperature,
nanowire diameter monotonously increases but distributes more disorderly. For instance, at 550 °C, nanowires
with diameters from 210 to 290 nm are observed, and the
distribution of nanowires on the silicon substrate is not
uniform.
Raman scattering and PL techniques were used to
quickly test the crystal quality and optical properties of
the as-grown InP nanowires, as compared in Fig. 1h. Two

peaks at ~ 302 cm−1 and 341 cm−1 are observed for all the
samples, which correspond to the longitudinal optical
(LO) and the traverse optical (TO) phonon modes of InP
[40]. This suggests that all the fabricated nanowires are
indeed InP. However, the corresponding PL data in Fig. 1i
are quite confusing. For nanowires grown between 400
and 480 °C, PL spectra show a strong and broad emission
peak in the range of ~ 775 nm to 811 nm. The emitted
photon energy is much larger than the bandgap of either
wurtzite (WZ) (872 nm) or zincblende (ZB) (922 nm)
InP nanowires, suggesting that the emission is not from
pure InP. The concave at around 886 nm is caused by a
system bug in our optical system. When the temperature is above 520 °C, a strong emission peak around
900 nm is observed, which is ascribed to the emission
from polycrystal InP nanowires [40]. These studies suggest that the optimal growth temperature for InP nanowires is ~ 520 °C, leading to a uniform distribution of InP
nanowires with high optical quality.
To clarify the observed PL spectra difference, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) tests for samples
grown at 480 and 520 °C were performed under the same
test conditions, as compared in Fig. 2. For both samples, XPS spectra show characteristic peaks from In-3d
and P-2p. In addition, O-1s and C-1s-related peaks were
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Fig. 2 XPS comparison of InP nanowires surface grown at temperature 480 °C and 520 °C. a Survey spectrum, high-resolution XPS spectra of the b
P-2p, c In-3d, d O-1s

recorded as well. The slow scan results of In-3d peak of
sample grown at 480 °C (see Fig. 2c) can be deconvolved
into three peaks at 443.5, 442.3, and 444.4 eV, which are
ascribed to InP, In2O3, and InPO4 [41, 42], respectively.
Based on the relative intensity, the weights ratio of the
above compounds is 31.0%, 48.7%, and 20.3%, respectively. The strong P-2p peak at 132 eV (see Fig. 2b) further confirms the existence of I nPO4. In comparison, for
the sample grown at 520 °C, the peak intensity of In-3d,
P-2p, and O-1s, representing I nPO4, In2O3, is largely suppressed while the relative intensity for InP is enhanced.
These comparisons demonstrate that higher growth
temperature is able to suppress the oxide formation and
increase the purity of InP. At lower growth temperature,
the oxide formation in InP nanowire cannot be ignored
and the PL emission is dominated by the indium oxide,
thus showing a broad emission peak caused by In2O3
defect state [43, 44]. Instead, the increased purity of InP
nanowires at higher growth temperature leads to the
characteristic peak from InP semiconductor. Also, these
experiments indicate that in addition to the growth condition itself, the experimental process should be careful
to avoid the introduction of oxygen in the sealed tube.
For instance, the vacuum should be even higher to avoid
oxygen content. Moreover, during the sealing process, the
InP powder should be cooled to avoid possible oxidation.

After InP nanowire growth studies, Ga power (3 mg)
was introduced into the reactor to grow ternary InGaP
nanowires. The addition of Ga leads to a high density of
nanowire formation in the temperature range from 520
to 630 °C. The substrate even turns to yellow color. The
average nanowire diameter increases from 90 to 253 nm
before reducing again after 580 °C (see Fig. 3a). The crystal and composition of nanowires grown at different
conditions are first examined by XRD, as compared in
Fig. 3b. The used Si(111) substrate shows only one main
peak at 28.43°. For InP nanowires grown at 550 °C, additional peaks at 33.08°, 43.61°, 51.71°, 58.93°, and 63.52°
are observed and are ascribed to (200), (220), (311), (222),
(400) planes of ZB InP [45]. For the InGaP nanowires, the
XRD spectra of nanowires grown at all the investigated
conditions (either temperature-dependent or Ga weight
dependent) are quite similar with nearly the same peak
position, peaking at 32.64°, 46.93°, 55.80°, and 58.93°.
These peaks represent (200), (220), (311), and (222)
planes of ZB GaP [46]. Even though the input weight ratio
of InP and Ga powder represents a nominal composition
of In0.44Ga0.56P, XRD data suggest the successful growth
of GaP nanowires instead of the expected ternary InGaP
nanowires. This is quite interesting since only a small
amount of Ga powder is able to fully convert the nanowire growth from InP to GaP. For an accurate investigation
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Fig. 3 Synthesis of InGaP nanowires. a Diameter distribution of InGaP nanowires at different growth temperatures (550–630 °C) with embedded
characteristic SEM images. b XRD spectra of InP (red curve) and InGaP (blue curves) nanowires at different growth conditions. XRD spectrum of
Si(111) substrate is shown in the inset as a reference. SEM (c) and the corresponding EDS spectra (d) of a InGaP nanowire grown at 550 °C. The
gallium powder weight is 3.0 mg

of this phenomenon, we transfer these nanowires to the
Si substrate for energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) analysis. Typical SEM image and corresponding
EDX spectra of a nanowire grown at 550 °C with Ga powder of 3.0 mg are shown in Fig. 3c, d. The EDX spectra
show only dominant peaks from Ga and P with only a
very weak peak of In. Moreover, EDX analysis along this
nanowire shows the same composition distribution. This
conclusion is valid for all the measured nanowires. These
EDX spectra are in good agreement with the XRD results
that the as-grown nanowires are mainly GaP.
To further reveal the growth fundamental, TEM analysis of InP and GaP nanowires is performed and shown in
Fig. 4. Commonly the main InP and GaP nanowires are
grown along the [111] direction with ZB structure [47,
48], agreeing well with the above XRD analysis. In particular, InP nanowires present a twinning superlattice
like structure (see Fig. 4a), which is similar to the InP
TSL nanowires grown at high temperature via MOCVD
[16]. The periodic twin plane distance slightly fluctuates
between 35 and 21 nm and seems to decrease along the
growth directions, especially close to the Au droplet. In

comparison, a high density of planar defects is found in
GaP nanowires. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image
close to the Au droplet (see Fig. 4e, f ) shows that the
droplet mainly consists of A
 uIn2 with ZB phase [49].
Moreover, AuIn2 and GaP nanowires present the same
crystal orientation. Thus, it suggests that A
 uIn2 phase is
epitaxially grown on the GaP nanowire during the solidification process. The Au droplet on InP nanowire shows
the same brightness contrast, suggesting a single phase.
In comparison, it seems that a small amount of Au-rich
layer is formed after the solidification of A
 uIn2 based on
the brightness contrast in Fig. 4g as well as EDX mapping in Figure S1 in the Additional file 1. EDX analysis
comparison in Fig. 4h confirms the formation of GaP
nanowires, and nearly, no In peak is observed. However,
indium is the major element in the catalyst. The relative
ratio between In and Au is the same for both InP and
GaP nanowires. Based on the HRTEM analysis in Fig. 4e,
the catalyst phase is mainly of A
 uIn2. The introduction
of Ga does not reduce the In content but only leads to a
small concentration of Ga in the catalyst. However, the
content of Ga is high enough to inhibit nucleation of In
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Fig. 4 Structural and composition analysis of InP and GaP nanowires. a, b HRTEM image of an InP nanowire, showing the ZB twinning superlattice
structure. d, e TEM images of a GaP nanowire. f Fast Fourier transform image of the Au droplet, demonstrating the formation of A
 uIn2 phase.
High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image of the same InP (c) and GaP (g) nanowires. h EDX spectra of points 1–4 in (c, g). EDX intensity is
normalized and shifted for visibility

from the droplet into the nanowire, thus only forming
GaP nanowires. The large catalyst shape difference in InP
and GaP nanowires is caused by the local surface tension
differences [50]. These EDX observation raises a question
that why a much higher In content in the catalyst does
not lead to the formation of In-rich InGaP nanowires.
To figure out this composition discrepancy, we
performed thermodynamic calculations in the Au–
Ga–In–P quaternary systems via combining the two
Au–Ga–In and Ga–In–P thermodynamic databases
[51, 52]. According to the pseudo-binary phase diagram
(see Fig. 5a), there exists a miscibility gap in the ternary InGaP compound, which makes it challenging for
the composition tunability in InGaP nanowires. Using
thermo-calc software, we calculate the solidification of
InGaP from supersaturated Au droplet to simulate the
Au-seeded nanowire growth. According to the experiments, the temperature and indium composition range
in the catalyst is 793–873 K and 50–80 at.%, respectively. The computed composition of InGaP during
the addition of Ga in the droplet is shown in Fig. 5b.
Thermodynamically, nanowire nucleation changes
from InP to GaP when the Ga content is over 1 at.%.
InGaP nanowires can only be formed if the Ga content
is below 1 at.% while this conditions is hardly achievable in our experiments. Moreover, this trend is nearly
independent of growth temperature and indium content in the catalyst. These calculations well explain the
formation of GaP nanowires at different growth conditions. Also, it suggests the InGaP nanowire growth in

our system is close to equilibrium conditions. Further
driving force (∆μ) analysis in Fig. 5c explains such a
sharp composition transformation. The driving force
to form InP only slightly changes with variation of
indium content and growth temperature in Au droplet. Instead, adding a small amount of Ga in the catalyst leads to a sharp change of driving force. The largely
increased driving force causes the formation of GaP
instead of InP, even though the gallium content in the
droplet is over 10 times smaller than the indium. This
is because thermodynamically, GaP is much more stable than InP. According to thermodynamic calculations,
it is challenging to grow InGaP nanowires. Therefore,
we suggest that growth conditions should be pushed
to dynamics controlled region to form ternary nanowires [5]. Another approach is to grow InGaP nanowires
within the selective area epitaxy approach [32]. Otherwise, Au catalyst should be replaced by another possible metal, or the nanowire should be grown without
a catalyst [32]. We further calculated the situation for
self-seeded InGaP nanowires in Fig. 5d. The driving
force for InP nanowire formation is enhanced when
compared with Au droplet. However, still, the driving
force to form GaP is much larger than InP, suggesting
that the self-catalyzed growth of InGaP nanowires via
this method would still be challenging to realize composition control.
The above experimental observation and CALPHAD
calculations suggest that thermodynamics is an essential factor in determining the III–V nanowire growth.
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Fig. 5 Thermodynamic analysis of the nucleation process. a Pseudo-binary InP-GaP phase diagram. Calculated (b) In content in InxGa0.5-xP0.5 and
Gibbs energy change (c) as a function of Ga content in the Au droplet. d Composition and Gibbs energy analysis for InGaP nanowire formation
under In-seeded conditions

Consequently, building a valid thermodynamic database, especially those including nanosize effect, and
using the principle of CALPHAD approach can provide
key thermodynamic information to guide the growth of
III–V nanowires, including but not limited to composition and crystal structure.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we successfully grow InP and GaP
nanowires in a large area with a high density using a
vacuum CVD method. PL and XPS analysis confirmed
the formation of In2O3 at lower growth temperature and
resulted in broad emission peak in the range of ~ 775 to
811 nm. Increasing the temperature helps avoid oxide
formation and increase the purity of InP nanowires.
Consequently, InP nanowires, grown at high-temperature, form a ZB twinning superlattice structure with a
strong emission peak at room temperature. Moreover,
we observed a sharp transition from InP to GaP nanowires by adding a small amount of Ga into the reactor,
as confirmed by different characterization techniques.

All the tested growth temperatures and the ratio of Ga/
InP powder lead to GaP nanowire formation. Detailed
EDX studies reveal a high indium content in the Au
catalyst but not in the nanowire. A quaternary thermodynamic database (Au–In–Ga–P) is combined to
calculate the solidification process. According to the
calculations, only 1 at.% Ga in the Au catalyst is enough
to transfer the nanowire growth from InP to GaP due
to a sharp increase in nucleation driving force for GaP.
Calculations also indicate this phenomenon is valid in a
large growth condition range and also in self-nucleated
InGaP nanowire growth, well explaining the observed
growth fundamental. Therefore, we believe that thermodynamic calculation using a CALPHAD method
helps guide III–V nanowire growth.
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